
Join Us!

We are a growing nonprofit committed to an ambitious vision 
for the years ahead. We invite you to take part by following 
our progress, sharing our story with others, joining us at 
events and supporting our meaningful work with donations.

Contact us to get involved!
ANGARI Foundation

701 S. Olive Avenue, Suite 2010
West Palm Beach, FL  33401

info@angari.org
www.angari.org

@angarifoundation          @angariocean          @angariocean

ANGARI Foundation Inc. is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit private operating foundation 
(EIN# 81-1526218) headquartered in West Palm Beach, FL.

Our Story
The vision of ANGARI Foundation was conceived more than ten 
years ago when the Rosenberg family decided their individual 
passions – marine science, film, boating and business – could 
combine toward a single goal. Sisters Angela and Kari Rosenberg 
completed their college educations and embarked on careers 
in marine science research and film, respectively. Through 
their experiences, they discovered a critical need for flexible 
and affordable ocean access for scientists and also innovative 
approaches for teaching science in educational communities. In 
2016 Chris, Lee, Angela and Kari Rosenberg established ANGARI 
Foundation. At ANGARI (named in their honor), Angela and 
Kari integrate their professional expertise with their parents’ 
extensive business knowledge to achieve the Foundation’s 
mission in research, education, and film. Their goal: support 
marine scientists in the field, educate students in the classroom 
and engage members of the community in open dialogue to 
advance ocean science and education and promote sustainability 
for the benefit of our planet and our society.

Our Team
Together with our Educator Council, partners and collaborators, 
ANGARI is a group of passionate individuals with wide-ranging 
and unique skills and expertise. Many of us have advanced 
degrees and, collectively, we have decades of experience in our 
respective fields. Our team includes marine scientists, business 
men and women, educators, environmentalists, boat captains, 
divers and filmmakers. We champion those who have vision, 
push creativity, seek to understand their environment and want 
to share it with the world. Photo Credits: Erik Phillips, Angela Rosenberg, Amanda Waite
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Mission & Vision
ANGARI Foundation is dedicated to creating a global community 
that is interested, knowledgeable and invested in marine and 
environmental sciences by directly supporting research initiatives 
that foster a greater trust and dialogue between scientists and 
the public. The Foundation uses innovative technology, film 
and other media to raise awareness and strengthen science 
education.

To achieve our mission, we specifically:

• provide an exceptional research and education platform 
onboard our research vessel ANGARI, which is offered to 
scientists, educators and filmmakers at minimal costs

• promote scientists and their ongoing research using 
the Foundation’s diverse channels, including film, social 
media, website and press

• develop standards-driven curriculum by working with 
professional educators and expert scientists to unite 
lessons in the classroom with scientific methodology in 
the field

• increase community engagement by publicly sharing 
expeditions and scientific findings and offering enriching 
opportunities to explore the marine world

Research
The 65-foot R/V ANGARI 
offers versatility with indoor 
and outdoor workspaces, a 
range of laboratory and field 
equipment and a crew that is 
well-versed in fieldwork and 
scientific operations, making 
the vessel an ideal platform 

for enabling and supporting the efforts of researchers across 
marine science fields. Additionally, our team encourages science 
communication and facilitates sharing of scientists’ research with 
broader audiences leading up to, during and after their day or 
overnight expedition.

Education
Our educational initiatives consist of interactive experiences both 
at sea and ashore that target a variety of audiences, including 
K-12, college students, teachers and members of the community. 
These programs, such as onboard field trips, classroom visits and 
immersive exhibits, heighten knowledge of and engagement in 
marine and environmental sciences by fostering an open dialogue 
between scientists and the public. By incorporating creative 
approaches through film and technology in collaboration with local 
educators, ANGARI also supports STEAM education.

Film
We bring viewers along on research expeditions and enable 
them to explore our vast oceans through film and innovative 
technologies like virtual reality (VR). Our signature VR/360 episodes 
are designed to make the ocean, its inhabitants and at-sea research 
accessible and enjoyable for all audiences. Each ANGARI film can 
stand on its own or be applied to a more in-depth and engaging 
marine science learning experience in the classroom, using 
complementary standards-aligned lesson plans developed by our 
Educator Council.
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Background image: R/V ANGARI is a one-of-a-kind 
multipurpose platform equipped to meet the needs 
of scientists and students alike. Our vessel currently 
operates along the U.S. East Coast, the Florida Keys 
and Dry Tortugas, the Gulf of Mexico and the north-
ern Caribbean.


